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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This case study analyzes the content strategy of the Nowy Styl Group, an office interior furniture and design service based in Poland. Data was
gathered through the use of a desktop site crawler to document the entire site totaling over 4,000 URLs including: web pages, media, and scripts.
A brief overview of the company and its mission statement are included as a sample of the voice and intent of the content being produced. Assessing
both internal site content and external channels, the current strategy is determined to be erratic and event-based. Materials are published alongside:
- Company participation in industry events
- Product launches
- Project completions
Internally, the site hosts both a blog and an interactive magazine, which are updated on an irregular schedule. Externally, the same content is
broadcast across six social profiles, indicating a strain on resources or a lack of time to tailor the content for each platform's functions and audience.
The site's current strategy also does not address critical search engine optimization (SEO) factors. Elements such as H1 tags and alt text for images
are not included on the majority of the site's pages. Given these factors, this study concludes that:
- SEO elements must be completed to increase organic search traffic.
- Inbound links generate more traffic than internal blog posts.
- Social networks generate minimal traffic and can be reduced.
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COMPANY PROFILE
Nowy Styl Group
The Nowy Styl Group is a privately-held office
interiors design service and furniture vendor.
Headquartered in Poland, they boast an
international portfolio as the third largest office
furniture manufacturer in Europe.
The company summarizes their 25 years of
experience through a detailed timeline page and a
graphic matrix (right). The graphics assembled
emphasize the effort the company has exerted to
become an authority in the field. They list various
research endeavors (employees surveyed,
questionnaires, etc.) while highlighting industry
activities such as public speaking.
GRAPHIC: NOWYSTYLGROUP.COM
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MISSION STATEMENT
With great passion and respect for the natural environment,
we help people arrange offices and other public spaces. We
make sure the spaces respond to people’s needs concerning
health and comfort, increase job satisfaction and efficiency,
and fulfill individual requirements regarding ergonomics and
aesthetics. We want them to serve people as best they can.
Adam Krzanowski
President/Co-owner
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CONTENT AUDIT
Understanding the company's mission and desired market position, the audit begins with a quantitative
assessment. This review provides a venue for quickly identifying opportunities to improve the content itself
based on data. For example, the overview shows that 46% of the site's traffic comes from organic search,
while less than 1% is gained through social media. This can indicate one of two paths; either the company can
increase efforts towards one of the more successful drivers (organic search, referral links) or increase efforts
within the social media arena.
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SITE STRUCTURE REVIEW
Quantitative Overview

SEO Elements

4,812 URLs (includes images & scripts)

100% Pages w/titles

99% Internal (4,260); 0.5% External (22)

100% Pages w/meta descriptions

2,828 Web Pages

99% without meta keywords

5 Languages

83% pages lacking H1 tags
99% pages lacking H2 tags

Content Type Inventory
297 Product Pages
235 Project Portfolio Entries

75% images lacking alt text

Traffic Sources*

51 'Know-how' Blog Entries

46% Organic search

39 Company News Articles

32% Direct

685 Images

20% Referral (117 sites linking in)

309 PDFs

<1% Social media

394 .zip files (product-related downloads)

* DATA PROVIDED BY SEMRUSH.COM & SIMILARWEB.COM; INSUFFICIENT DATA TO QUANTIFY DAILY VISITORS
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PRIMARY NAVIGATION & CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
The header menu of the website is divided into the following seven categories:

Competences
Workplace Research & Consulting
Acoustics
Ergonomics
Design
Technology

Projects
Products
Chairs (+submenu)
Furniture (+submenu)
Soft Seating (+submenu)
Acoustic Products
Wiring & Media Ports

Inspirations
KNOW-HOW (Blog)
Reports (White Papers)
UP^STREAM (Magazine)

About Us
News
Sustainability
Our brands
Our history
Our company
Our values

About Us
6%

Showrooms
5%

Contact
4%

Inspiration
8%

Showrooms
Projects
42%

Contact
Contact us
Write to us
Press room

Products
35%
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COMPETITOR CONTENT INVENTORY
CONTENT TYPES

HERMAN
MILLER

HON

POPPIN

KNOLL

STEELCASE

PRODUCT PAGES/CATALOG

X

X

X

X

X

BLOG

X

-

-

-

X

NEWS/PRESS RELEASES

X

X

X

X

X

RESOURCE CENTER

X

X

X

X

X

PORTFOLIO

X

X

X

X

X

NEWSLETTER

X

X

X

X

-

*HIGHLIGHTED TYPES ARE NOT PRESENT ON NOWY STYL WEBSITE
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EXTERNAL CHANNELS
Nowy Styl maintains profiles across six networks at varying degrees of activity.

FOLLOWER COUNT

3,900+

2,000+

994

850

401

176

CONTENT TYPE(S)

PHOTOS
VIDEOS
LINKS*

PHOTOS
VIDEOS
LINKS*

PHOTOS
VIDEOS

PHOTOS
VIDEOS
LINKS*

VIDEOS

PHOTOS
LINKS*

POST FREQUENCY

2-3/WK.

5-7/WK.

7-10/WK.

10-20/WK.

8-10/YR.

-

1%

<1%

-

-

AVG. ENGAGEMENT RATE

4%

<0.5%

* LINKED IMAGES OR LINKS IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER MEDIA
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COMPETITOR PRESENCE ON EXTERNAL CHANNELS
Nowy Styl's social footprint is consistent with industry competitors:

HERMAN MILLER

X

X

X

X

X

X

HON

X

X

X

X

X

X

POPPIN

X

X

X

X

-

X

KNOLL

X

X

X

X

-

X

STEELCASE

X

X

X

X

-

X
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COMPETITOR CONTENT ANALYSIS
Focus: Herman Miller
Herman Miller is one of the top contract furniture companies in the U.S. They are well-known in the
industry and have established their position through an active relationship with their client base; providing
on and offsite educational & recreational events. As one of the leaders in the industry, their strategy
provides a frame of reference against which Nowy Styl can derive parallels and opportunities for
improvement.

Voice Attributes

Strengths

Character/Persona: Professional, Authoritative

Content diversity

Tone: Direct

Simple navigation elements

Language: Simple, Authoritative

Resource Library/dedicated professional portal

Purpose: Educate, Inform, Sell

Articulated calls to action from homepage
Consistent imagery & voice across segments
Actively linking back to website from social
profiles
IMAGE: HERMANMILLER.COM
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INTERNAL CONTENT ANALYSIS
Nowy Styl
Nowy Styl's purpose is the same as Herman Miller, though the voice attributes and strengths differ slightly:

Voice Attributes

Strengths

Character/Persona: Professional, Friendly

Variety of content types

Tone: Direct

Simple navigation elements

Language: Simple, Insider

Articulated calls to action from homepage

Purpose: Educate, Inform, Sell

Consistent imagery across segments
Consistent voice across written content
Social sharing integrated into content
Actively linking back to website from social
profiles

IMAGE: NOWYSTYLGROUP.COM
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CONTENT COMPARISON
Because the two companies share a common purpose, the different strengths reveal opportunities for
improvement:

Weaknesses

Competitive Opportunities

Inconsistent publishing schedule

E-mail newsletter/marketing

No categories within blog (ex: ergonomics

Distinct professional portal for

vs acoustics)

architects/designers

Scattered reference materials: magazine,

Showcasing client stories

blog, reports, and news

Resource library

Decentralized download library (resources

Continuing education credits

only available under individual products)

Increase inbound links by creating content for

Primarily static content

relevant industry publications

Recycling content across all social
networks
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CONCLUSIONS
Nowy Styl is on par with competitor content offerings.
The website is consistent with industry standards, offering easy navigation through product pages, a news
center, and a project portfolio. This is a positive indication, as the site is not 'falling behind.'
The strategy should focus on strengthening the core website.
The majority of the website's traffic is from a combination of direct access, referral traffic and organic
search. Because the website appeals to a specific market, incorporating the various strengths noted on
competitor sites can raise the site's value as a resource and subsequently extend visit time.
SEO elements must be completed to increase site visibility.
The majority of organic search traffic came from one specific term: "office inspiration centre krakow." The
OIC is Nowy's property, but the search term leads to a page contained within a subdomain. This allows for a
user to land and exit through the subdomain, with no further cause to explore the main site. By updating the
SEO elements that are currently not utilized, the site could see a boost in organic visitors for more common
search terms, such as: office furniture, ergonomic furniture, office acoustics, workspace design.

IMAGE: NOWYSTYLGROUP.COM
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CONCLUSIONS
Inbound links are an easy target to boost site traffic.
The site receives 20% of its traffic from referral sources. This indicates that inbound links from trusted
resources can significantly increase site activity. If the content team shifted focus from producing internal
blog entries to contributing regularly to industry publications, this number would also increase.
Social profiles are the weakest traffic source, and can be reduced.
Although the brand's presence is consistent with market competitors, less than 1% of traffic is generated by
social networks. At the moment, the same content is being propagated to all platforms, when in fact a
tailored approach on two or three would have a greater impact on brand visibility. The brand can both
reduce their social footprint and effort within these channels.

IMAGE: NOWYSTYLGROUP.COM
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RESOURCES
Tools:

Competitor Research:

Screaming Frog, SEO Spider

HermanMiller.com

SEMRush.com

HON.com

SimilarWeb.com

Steelcase.com
Knoll.com
Poppin.com
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